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ANA HUNNA – FACT SHEET
WHAT IS ANA HUNNA?

FACT BOX: ANA HUNNA

ANA HUNNA is a film-based initiative aiming to motivate
men and women in Egypt, Jordan, Morocco and Tunisia to

- Promotes women's participation in the economy in
Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia and Morocco.

challenge inequalities in the economy. Through film screenings at public events, workshops, round tables and seminars,

- Is carried by organisations from these four countries

ANA HUNNA triggers public discussion on the challenges,
achievements and immense value of working women. These

- Believes that women are active, powerful and
self-determined

events open a platform for the public, activists, experts,
filmmakers and actors to examine the films and express their

- Aims at cultivating a public discussion across the region

own experiences and opinions on the topic. On Facebook,

through film screenings and social media activities

Twitter and YouTube, ANA HUNNA creates a regional
platform for dialogue about women and work.

THE FILMS

FACT BOX: The Films

The 9 new ANA HUNNA films take us deep into the lives
- Were made specifically for ANA HUNNA in 2012/2013 by
filmmakers from the region

of active working women from Egypt, Jordan, Morocco
and

- Present courageous women and set new role models
for women

Tunisia.

They

aim

to

depict

the

lives

of

self-determined women who work out of necessity to
earn a living for themselves and their families; women

- Challenge stereotypes and traditional attitudes towards

who want to enter the professional world in order to

working women

become economically independent. The films’ heroines

- Encourage discussions and the exchange of opinions
and personal experiences on a national and regional level

realise their personal goals in life. Through their personalities and leading roles in their communities, they
become remarkable positive role models.

For further questions, information, or inquiries contact us:
ANA

HUNNA:

info@ana-hunna.org

| Tunisie@ana-hunna.org

|

Country:

Egypt@ana-hunna.org

| Visit us at: www.ana-hunna.org

|

Jordan@ana-hunna.org

|

Maroc@ana-hunna.org

|

| Facebook: www.facebook.com/anahunna | Twitter: #AnaHunna |
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